
The creativity and diversity that comes with makeup is what lured Lizz into 
becoming a makeup artist. Her passion for makeup began at the young age of 9 
when she started doing hair and makeup for friends and family, which then grew 
her passion. 

Lizz has been working in the Hair and MUA industry for over 9 years.  In that 
time, she has become a salon owner, style agency owner, worked on TV series 
and produced Fashion Shows within Houston and surrounding areas.  

Her execution on one’s face brings forth a visual of unique artistry.  She takes her 
time with her work and sees herself as a perfectionist.  Her sister, who 
encouraged her to create the life you want to live, influenced Lizz.  She reminded 
Lizz daily that she was destined for greatness and to never give up when faced 
with life’s challenges.  Close mentors like Earker Coleman, Victoria Callaway, and 
close friends also contributed to helping Lizz keep her faith.  

Her clients adore her outgoing personality, punctuality, professionalism, and 
unquestionable talent. She likes to think that her unique style sparks creative 
energy within her clients.  

Lizz gets most of her inspiration from the art and sculptures at the local 
museums, but the power of her dream is what keeps her inspired. The desire to 
achieve the things she has visualized is what keeps her going.  

Lizz has not received any awards for her work (yet) but her public recognition and 
the remarkable feedback she receives from her clientele have created a great 
career in this industry.

Marketable skills include being a diverse hair and makeup artist who has equal 
talents in multiple fields, including special effects and face painting.  

She believes that she is her own walking advertisement. Art is freedom and she 

speaks through beauty. Lizz also believes that one should not limit their ability, 
skill, or knowledge but should continue to evolve.  She achieves peace of mind 

once her clients feel at peace knowing that they are in the best hands. 
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